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Skewed-Load Test Cubes Based on Functional Broadside
Tests for a Low-Power Test Set

Irith Pomeranz

Abstract— A low-power test generation procedure that was developed
earlier merges broadside test cubes that are derived from functional
broadside tests in order to generate a low-power broadside test set.
This has several advantages, most importantly, that test cubes, which
are derived from functional broadside tests, create functional operation
conditions in subcircuits around the sites of detected faults. These
conditions are preserved when a test cube is merged with other test cubes.
This brief applies a similar approach to the generation of a low-power
skewed-load test set. The main challenge that this paper addresses is the
derivation of skewed-load test cubes from functional broadside tests. The
paper also considers the percentages of values that should be unspecified
in the skewed-load test cubes in order to balance the need to create
functional operation conditions with the need for test compaction.

Index Terms— Functional broadside tests, low-power test generation,
skewed-load tests, test cubes, transition faults.

I. INTRODUCTION

The power dissipation during the application of scan-based tests
can exceed the power dissipation that is possible during functional
operation. Low-power test generation procedures address this issue by
generating tests with reduced power dissipation (or reduced switching
activity) [1]–[8]. To obtain a target for the switching activity of a low-
power test, the procedure described in [6] uses functional broadside
tests. A functional broadside test is a broadside test such that, during
its functional clock cycles, the circuit is only allowed to make
state-transitions that it can also make during functional operation.
As a result, the switching activity (and power dissipation) during
the second, fast functional clock cycle of a functional broadside test
does not exceed the switching activity (and power dissipation) that
is possible during functional operation. In the procedure described
in [6], functional broadside tests are generated first and included in
the low-power test set. To increase the fault coverage, nonfunctional
broadside tests are generated and then modified by complementing
input values one at a time. The goal of the modification is to reduce
the switching activity such that it will not exceed the maximum
switching activity of a functional broadside test. The result is a
low-power broadside test set with the same fault coverage as a
nonfunctional broadside test set, and with switching activity that is
bounded by the switching activity that is possible during functional
operation. Using functional broadside tests to bound the switching
activity of nonfunctional broadside tests, the procedure also avoids
a situation where the switching activity is unnecessarily low. This is
important since tests with low switching activity do not exercise the
circuit as well as tests with higher switching activity, and more tests
are needed for detecting the same set of faults.

The procedure from [8] generates skewed-load tests such that the
switching activity during their fast functional clock cycles is bounded
by the maximum switching activity of a functional broadside test.
In its first step, the procedure modifies a functional broadside test
into a skewed-load test by complementing as few input values as
possible. In its second step, the procedure modifies the skewed-load
test so as to increase the number of faults it detects while ensuring
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that its switching activity does not exceed the maximum switching
activity of a functional broadside test. Since functional broadside tests
are fully specified, only fully specified tests are considered in [6]
and [8].

The procedure described in [7] also uses functional broadside tests.
However, it does not include functional broadside tests directly in
the low-power test set. Instead, it applies a process that extracts
incompletely specified broadside test cubes for target faults from
fully specified functional broadside tests. By considering all the target
faults, the procedure obtains a set of functional broadside test cubes
CBRD . It obtains a low-power broadside test set by merging of test
cubes from CBRD . The use of functional broadside test cubes and
test cube merging to form a low-power broadside test set has the
following advantages.

1) It allows the procedure to generate incompletely specified tests
that are needed for satisfying the constraints of a test data
compression method.

2) Test cube merging is effective for test compaction. Functional
broadside test sets are larger than nonfunctional broadside test
sets for the same set of target faults. By avoiding the inclusion
of functional broadside tests in the low-power test set, and
using test cube merging to form tests, the procedure is able
to generate compact low-power test sets.

3) A functional broadside test cube that detects a fault f creates
signal transitions that can also occur during functional operation
in a subcircuit around the site of f . Thus, f is detected with
functional operation conditions in a subcircuit around it when
the test cube is merged with other test cubes to form a test.
In general, after test cube merging, the tests create functional
operation conditions in subcircuits that are defined by the
test cubes. The tests thus satisfy a stricter constraint on their
switching activities than the constraint that considers only their
total switching activities.

4) The maximum switching activity of a functional broadside test
is used to bound the switching activities of the tests that are
obtained by merging. Thus, the switching activity is prevented
from being unnecessarily low or too high.

The goal of this brief is to derive skewed-load test cubes from func-
tional broadside tests, and use them for the generation of low-power
skewed-load tests. This procedure will benefit from the advantages
listed above when generating a low-power skewed-load test set. The
procedure can also be extended to generate a mixed low-power test
set that consists of both broadside and skewed-load tests.

The main challenge in using functional broadside tests for produc-
ing skewed-load tests through test cube merging results from the need
to extract, from functional broadside tests, skewed-load test cubes
that are effective in detecting target faults. The procedure described
in this brief addresses this challenge by combining the generation
of functional broadside tests with the extraction of skewed-load test
cubes so as to achieve the following advantages.

1) The procedure does not use a precomputed set of functional
broadside tests, which may limit its ability to obtain effec-
tive skewed-load test cubes. Instead, it generates functional
broadside tests, and extracts skewed-load test cubes from them
as they are generated. The procedure continues to generate
functional broadside tests as long as effective skewed-load test
cubes are obtained.

2) The procedure extracts skewed-load test cubes from functional
broadside tests in two steps. First, the procedure unspecifies
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in a functional broadside test only input values that conflict
with the constraints of a skewed-load test. The first step yields
a set of skewed-load test cubes that have large numbers of
specified values. This set is denoted by CMAX . Second, the
procedure further unspecifies the test cubes in CMAX to obtain
a set of skewed-load test cubes that is denoted by CSKW . These
test cubes have numbers of specified values that are typical
of other types of test cubes. The fact that the test cubes in
CMAX have large numbers of specified values ensures that it is
possible to preserve functional operation conditions in large
subcircuits. This brief addresses the tradeoff related to the
number of specified values in CSKW considering the need to
create functional operation conditions, and the need to produce
compact test sets.

In summary, the test generation procedure has the following
steps. The first step generates functional broadside tests and extracts
skewed-load test cubes from them. Maximally specified skewed-load
test cubes are extracted first, and then unspecified further. The second
step merges skewed-load test cubes to obtain the final skewed-load
test set.

This brief is organized as follows. Section II describes the extrac-
tion of skewed-load test cubes from functional broadside tests.
Section III describes the test cube merging procedure. Section IV
presents experimental results.

II. EXTRACTION OF SKEWED-LOAD TEST CUBES

This section describes the procedures for the extraction of skewed-
load test cubes from functional broadside tests.

A. Preliminaries

Broadside and skewed-load tests are denoted uniformly by
<s0, v0; s1, v1>, where s0 is the scan-in state of the test. During
the first cycle of the test, the present-state s0 and the primary input
vector v0 determine the input pattern to the combinational logic of
the circuit. In a broadside test, s1 is the next-state obtained for s0
and v0. In a skewed-load test, s1 is obtained by a single shift of s0.
During the second, functional clock cycle of the test, the present-state
s1 and the primary input vector v1 determine the input pattern to the
combinational logic.

For a circuit with n primary inputs, vi ( j) denotes the value of
primary input j under vi , for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ j < n. For a
circuit with k state variables, si ( j) denotes the value of present-state
variable j under si , for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ j < k.

The circuit is assumed to have a single scan chain that is shifted to
the right. For a skewed-load test, this implies that s0( j) = s1( j + 1)

for 0 ≤ j < k − 1.
Two classes of efficient simulation-based procedures exist for

the generation of functional broadside tests. The procedure used
in this brief extracts functional broadside tests from functional test
sequences. When the functional test sequences satisfy functional
constraints on primary input sequences, the functional broadside tests
that are extracted from them satisfy the same constraints. For the
discussion in this brief, the primary input sequences are assumed to
be unconstrained. Functional test sequences are generated by a low-
complexity sequential test generation process that does not consider
target faults. This process can be used for generating any number of
functional test sequences using different random primary input values
and modifying a parameter p. It is repeated until consideration of all
the values of p does not produce any skewed-load test cubes that
increase the fault coverage.

For the functional broadside tests that are obtained in this process,
the procedure also computes the switching activity during their sec-
ond functional clock cycles. Considering all the functional broadside

tests, let max_swa_func be the maximum switching activity obtained
for any test. This value is used as a bound on the switching activity
when generating skewed-load tests to ensure that the switching
activity during their fast functional clock cycles does not exceed the
switching activity that is possible during functional operation. This is
the clock cycle where delay faults are detected, and it is applied under
a fast clock. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the switching
activity during this clock cycle is bounded.

B. Maximally Specified Skewed-Load Test Cubes

The procedure for extracting skewed-load test cubes first computes
a set of test cubes CMAX that have as many specified values as
possible.

The procedure starts by including in a set F all the target
faults, and assigning CMAX = ∅. For every functional broadside test
t = <s0, v0; s1, v1> that is obtained during test generation, the
procedure applies the following steps in order to obtain a skewed-
load test cube.

Assuming a single scan chain that is shifted to the right, t is not
a skewed-load test if there exists a present-state variable j , where
0 ≤ j < k − 1, such that s0( j) �= s1( j + 1). In this case, shifting
s0 by one position to the right will not result in s1 as required for
a skewed-load test. The procedure obtains from t a test cube that
satisfies the conditions of a skewed-load test by unspecifying s0( j)
and s1( j + 1) for every 0 ≤ j < k − 1 such that s0( j) �= s1( j + 1).

The procedure performs fault simulation with fault dropping of F
under the resulting test cube t . If any fault is detected, t is added
to CMAX .

For example, considering the functional broadside test <100, 00;
000, 00 >, the state s1 = 000 cannot be obtained from s0 = 100 by a
single shift of the scan chain. The conflict occurs between s0(0) = 1
and s1(1) = 0. The procedure unspecifies these values to obtain the
test cube < x00, 00; 0x0, 00 >.

In general, small numbers of scan-in values need to be unspecified
in order to obtain test cubes that can be considered as skewed-load test
cubes. This is important since it implies that the test cubes preserve
many of the values that are assigned by functional broadside tests.
The test cubes thus create functional operation conditions throughout
the circuit.

C. Test Cubes With Reduced Numbers of Specified Values

The test cubes in CMAX detect a subset of faults denoted by FMAX .
Considering a fault from FMAX , the test cube from CMAX that detects
the fault can, in general, be unspecified further without losing the
detection of the fault. The procedure described in this section finds
a set of skewed-load test cubes CSKW by unspecifying the test cubes
in CMAX .

Initially, CSKW = ∅. For every fault f ∈ FMAX , the procedure
considers the first test cube t ∈ CMAX that detects f . The procedure
unspecifies input values in t without losing the detection of f . After
t is unspecified, the procedure simulates the faults from FMAX under
t with fault dropping. It then adds t to CSKW .

Let t =< s0, v0; s1, v1 > be the test cube from CMAX that detects
a fault f . The procedure unspecifies t further by considering the
following values: 1) s0( j) for every present-state variable j such
that s0( j) �= x; 2) s1(0) if s1(0) �= x; 3) v0( j) for every primary
input j ; and 4) v1( j) for every primary input j . The other values of
s1 are determined by s0, and are not considered independently.

When the procedure considers s0(k − 1), s1(0), v0( j), or v1( j),
for 0 ≤ j < n, it replaces the value with an unspecified value. When
the procedure considers s0( j), for 0 ≤ j < k − 1, it replaces both
s0( j) and s1( j + 1) with unspecified values. It then simulates t to
check whether f is still detected. If the fault is detected, the procedure
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accepts the unspecified value(s), and considers additional values with
these values unspecified. If the fault is not detected, the procedure
restores the specified value(s) that it unspecified in the last step.

The procedure considers the values in a random order. It is possible
to allow the procedure to consider all the values and produce a
minimally specified test cube for every fault. This is advantageous
for test compaction, since more test cubes can be merged to obtain
tests that detect more faults. However, the specified values of a test
cube t preserve values from a functional broadside test. These values
are important for creating functional operation conditions. Therefore,
it is important to avoid unspecifying values unnecessarily. This is
accomplished by limiting the percentage of specified values in the
scan-in states of the test cubes to a constant percentage denoted by
PSPEC . When the percentage of specified values in the scan-in state
decreases below PSPEC , no additional values are unspecified.

III. TEST CUBE MERGING PROCEDURE

This section describes the test cube merging procedure that uses
CSKW to form a low-power skewed-load test set denoted by TSKW .
The set of target faults is denoted by F .

The fault coverage of CSKW is significantly lower than that of a
skewed-load test set. Therefore, merging of the test cubes from CSKW

such that each test cube appears only once in the final test set is
not sufficient for detecting all the target faults that can be detected
by skewed-load tests. The procedure described in this section merges
overlapping subsets of test cubes, where a subset is selected based on
a target fault. This allows the detection conditions of various faults to
be mixed in different ways, allowing additional faults to be detected.

To keep the computational complexity low, the test cube merging
procedure is simulation based. The following considerations are
important for effective test cube merging.

The set of test cubes CSKW depends on the value of the parameter
PSPEC , which affects the percentage of unspecified scan-in values in
a test cube. A higher value of PSPEC is important for producing tests
that create functional operation conditions in larger subcircuits, and
whose switching activity does not exceed max_swa_func. However,
if such tests can be obtained with a lower value of PSPEC , such a value
is preferred since it allows more test cubes to be merged, thus mixing
the detection conditions of more faults, and allowing additional faults
to be detected. It also allows a more compact test set to be obtained.

To accommodate different circuits and different faults, for a
constant M , the procedure uses M values of PSPEC to produce
M sets of test cubes. The values are denoted by PSPEC0 ,
PSPEC1 , . . . , PSPEC(M−1) , with PSPEC0 > PSPEC1 > · · · > PSPEC(M−1) .
The procedure from Section II-C is first applied with PSPEC0 as the
target percentage of specified values to produce a set of test cubes
CSKW0 . For 0 < m < M , starting from CSKW(m−1) , the procedure is
applied with PSPECm as the target percentage of specified values to
produce a set of test cubes CSKWm .

In order to form each test, the test cube merging procedure may
select to use any one of the sets of test cubes. To make the selection,
the procedure associates with CSKWm , where 0 ≤ m < M , the number
of times it was successful in generating a test that detected new
faults when it used test cubes from CSKWm . This number of tests
is denoted by dSKWm . The procedure uses the values of dSKWm to
determine which ones of the sets are more effective for the circuit,
and gives a preference to the use of the more effective sets. The
merging procedure proceeds as follows.

Initially, TSKW = ∅ and dSKWm = 0 for 0 ≤ m < M . The procedure
considers every fault f ∈ F . It selects an index m of a set of test
cubes. Based on f, and using test cubes from CSKWm , the procedure
constructs a test t . If the switching activity of t does not exceed
max_swa_func, the procedure performs fault simulation with fault

dropping of F under t . If t detects any new fault, the procedure adds
t to TSKW , and increments dSKWm .

For a constant N , the procedure considers all the faults in
F repeatedly until N consecutive iterations do not increase the
fault coverage. At the end of every iteration that increases the fault
coverage, the procedure applies forward-looking reverse order fault
simulation in order to reduce the number of tests without reducing
the fault coverage.

Considering a fault f ∈ F and a set of test cubes CSKWm , the
procedure constructs a skewed-load test t for f as follows. Initially,
t is the all-unspecified test. The procedure considers the test cubes
from CSKWm one at a time in a random order. When a test cube
ci ∈ CSKWm is considered, the procedure applies the following steps.

The procedure merges t and ci into a test t + ci that is equal
to t in all its specified values, and equal to ci in all its specified
values that do not conflict with the corresponding values of t . This
merging operation is applicable even if t and ci have conflicting
values. For conflicting values, the value from t is used. This increases
the flexibility in obtaining new tests from the test cubes in CSKWm .

The procedure computes the switching activity of t +ci by assum-
ing optimistically that unspecified values will not contribute to the
switching activity. If the switching activity exceeds max_swa_func,
merging of t and ci is not accepted, and t remains unchanged. Oth-
erwise, the procedure checks whether f can potentially be detected
by t + ci . For transition faults, which are considered in this brief,
this check is done by searching for a propagation path from the
site of f to an output during the second, functional clock cycle of
t + ci . A line on a propagation path has a value from the set {0/1,
0/x , 1/0, 1/x , x/0, x/1, x/x}. The existence of a propagation path
implies that the fault can potentially be activated and propagated
to an output during the second cycle of the test. The search for a
propagation path can be done in time that is linear in the number
of circuit lines by traversing the circuit from the outputs toward the
inputs. If a propagation path does not exist, merging of t and ci is not
accepted, and t remains unchanged. Otherwise, the procedure accepts
the merging by assigning t = t + ci .

After considering all the test cubes from CSKWm , the procedure
specifies the remaining unspecified values of t randomly. For t to be
considered a low-power test, its switching activity as a fully specified
test should not exceed max_swa_func.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

This section presents the results of the low-power skewed-load test
generation procedure for transition faults in ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and
IWLS-05 benchmark circuits.

One of two skewed-load test sets is used for comparison. The
test set denoted by Tfully.spec is generated by the low-power test
generation procedure from [8], which considers fully specified tests.
This test set is not available for circuits with high levels of sequential
redundancy, which are untestable using functional tests. When the test
set from [8] is not available, the test set denoted by Tfully.spec∗ is
used for comparison. This is a highly compacted skewed-load test
set that was produced by the procedure from [9] without considering
its power dissipation. The procedure from [9] also considers fully
specified tests. Both test sets target transition faults. The test sets do
not always detect all the detectable transition faults.

The procedures described in this brief were applied with the
following parameter values. The number of sets of test cubes
is M = 3, with percentages of specified values PSPEC0 = 16%,
PSPEC1 = 8%, and PSPEC2 = 1%. These values were selected to
bring out the differences between different circuits and faults. For
some circuits and faults, PSPEC0 = 16% is too high, whereas for
others, PSPEC2 = 1% is too low.
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The merging procedure performs N = 256 iterations without
increasing the fault coverage before it terminates. In addition, the
procedure terminates when its run time reaches the following limit.

Let the run time for transition fault simulation of Tfully.spec
or Tfully.spec∗ be RT0. The procedures described in this brief are
simulation based. Their run times are divided by RT0 to provide an
indication of their computational effort in terms of fault simulation
time. This is referred to as their normalized run times. The test
cube merging procedure is terminated when its normalized run time
reaches 10 000. A high limit was selected in order to show the ability
of the test cube merging procedure to produce compact low-power
skewed-load test sets.

The test cube merging procedure is applied without taking into
consideration the constraints of a test data compression method. Thus,
the procedure is allowed to merge as many test cubes as possible.
In this way, the test sets it produces are comparable with Tfully.spec
and Tfully.spec∗ that are based on consideration of fully specified
skewed-load tests.

The results are shown in Table I. There are several rows for
every circuit corresponding to different test sets or different sets
of test cubes. Column set shows which set is reported, where
fully.spec stands for Tfully.spec, fully.spec* stands for Tfully.spec∗, and
max.cubes stands for CMAX . For m ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the entry red.cubesm
stands for CSKWm , and merged.I stands for the test set obtained by
test cube merging after iteration I where the final test set is produced.

For every set, column tests shows the number of tests or test cubes
in the set. Column f.c. shows the transition fault coverage. Column
swa shows the maximum switching activity of any test in the set.
In the case of the test cubes, the value of max_swa_func is shown.

For the sets of test cubes, column %spec shows the average
percentage of specified values in the scan-in state of a test cube.
Column tg shows the numbers of tests that were added to TSKW

because they increased the fault coverage, and were generated based
on CSKW0 , CSKW1, and CSKW2, respectively. Column ntime shows
the normalized run time for generating functional broadside tests,
extracting test cubes, and merging them to obtain a low-power
skewed-load test set.

The following points can be seen from Table I. For circuits that
are untestable using functional tests (such as s13207), the maximum
switching activity of functional broadside tests is significantly lower
than the maximum switching activity of the tests in Tfully.spec∗. As a
result, the number of tests in TSKW is significantly higher than in
Tfully.spec∗. This is unavoidable for low-power test sets when the
circuits are untestable.

In addition, for untestable circuits, functional broadside tests
achieve a low transition fault coverage. Consequently, merging of
skewed-load test cubes that are derived from functional broadside
tests, with the requirement that the switching activity would not
exceed max_swa_func, does not always yield a fault coverage that is
equal to the fault coverage of Tfully.spec∗. However, the fault coverage
of TSKW is close to that of Tfully.spec∗ in all the cases. For testable
circuits, the test cube merging procedure is able to merge test cubes
in order to reach the same fault coverage as Tfully.spec or higher for
most of the circuits considered.

An advantage that is not demonstrated by the results is the
possibility of incorporating the constraints of a test data compression
method into the test cube extraction and merging processes.

The percentage of specified scan-in values for the skewed-load
test cubes in CMAX is >50% for most of the circuits. This is
important since the specified values create functional operation con-
ditions around the sites of detected faults. When additional values
are unspecified, significant percentages of unspecified values are
obtained.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Considering CSKW0 , CSKW1, and CSKW2 , there are circuits where
all the sets are used equally, and circuits where CSKW0 or CSKW2

dominates. In general, using CSKW0 helps in generating tests with
functional operation conditions, and whose switching activity does
not exceed max _swa_func. Using CSKW2 helps in generating tests
that detect large numbers of faults, thus contributing to the fault
coverage and to test compaction.

Furthermore, the values PSPEC0 = 16%, PSPEC1 = 8%, and
PSPEC2 = 1% are suitable for a large range of circuits, including
testable and untestable circuits. For testable circuits, it is possible
to use lower values in order to benefit from higher levels of test
compaction.

V. CONCLUSION

This brief described a test generation procedure that produces a
compact low-power skewed-load test set by merging of skewed-load
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test cubes that are derived from functional broadside tests. Such test
cubes create functional operation conditions in subcircuits around
the sites of detected faults. These conditions are preserved when a
test cube is merged with other test cubes. The main challenge that
this brief addressed is the derivation of skewed-load test cubes from
functional broadside tests. This was accomplished by combining the
generation of functional broadside tests with the extraction of skewed-
load test cubes. This brief considered the percentages of unspecified
values in the extracted test cubes, and demonstrated that different
percentages are effective for different circuits and different faults.
Test cube merging was implemented in a way that would ensure that
the fault coverage of the final test set will not be limited by the fault
coverage of functional broadside tests.
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